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PREFACE
It's 4:30 on a cold, damp November morning. I'm stumbling downstairs to the kitchen,
my eyelids still at half-mast, when I'm suddenly overcome by a feeling of impending
doom. I know something isn't right, but I can't put my finger on the problem. Then,
right before I take my first sip of coffee, it hits me:
It's leg day.
In a little over an hour, I'm going to have a couple hundred pounds of iron across
my shoulders as I squat up and down like a Jack who can't decide whether he wants to
be in or out of his box. It's not enough that I drag myself into the weight room at this
unholy hour—I have to do the heaviest, ugliest exercises when I get there. Hey, maybe
when I'm done I can walk barefoot over molten lava, or shave with a cheese grater.
A short while later, as the second cup of high test kicks in, the morning haze lifts
from my brain and I start thinking more clearly: No one is forcing me to do this. This
whole waking-up-before-dawn business is entirely self-inflicted. I could just as easily
hit the snooze button a few dozen times, or not even set the alarm at all.
But I don't. Sure, I bag my workout every now and then, and go back to bed. That's
usually when I'm sick or coming off a poor night's rest. Most days, I'm in my gym no
matter what.
I know what you're probably thinking right now: “This guy's a trainer. It's his job to
stay in shape.” Fair point. There's no doubt that the shape I'm in says as much to my
clients as my resume does. A big part of my credibility is tied up in my appearance.
Who's going to take fitness advice from a fat trainer?
There's more to my workouts than income enhancement, though. I could sleep in
more often than not and still look like a competent trainer. What gets me up in the
morning is the challenge. I like to set goals—a 300-pound bench press, a 30-inch
waist, a microscopic body-fat percentage—and then achieve them through hard work,
no shortcuts allowed. I like getting stronger and leaner each year while most American
males are getting weaker and fatter. Most of all, I like knowing that someday I'll be
able to carry my grandchildren up a flight of stairs as easily as I now carry my two
young daughters.
Believe it or not, there's a reason I'm telling you all this about me: I want you to
think about what motivates you—or what will motivate you if, like most North
Americans, you aren't currently exercising enough to get any real benefit. Is it the fear
of going up another waist size and having to buy new pants? The embarrassment of
going to your high school reunion 20 pounds over your fighting weight? A doctor's
order to knock your cholesterol level down a hundred points?
Maybe you're more like me, already in decent shape but having trouble pushing
yourself toward the next horizon. You know that Mr. Foot remembers how to push Mr.
Accelerator. You just aren't sure how hard you want to press.
In my opinion, this is a bigger dilemma for guys who work out at home than for
guys who go to gyms. At the gym, there are plenty of motivated lifters. Some are
aiming for the biggest bench press, some for the biggest arms, some for the smallest
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waist. Some don't seem to have any goal other than to spend as much time as possible
surrounded by iron. But a silly goal is still a goal. And when you're surrounded by
guys who are working toward something, it's easier to take in their goals by osmosis, if
not outright intent. Just by emulating a guy who's trying to get superior results, you'll
probably make more progress than if you trained at home alone in your garage.
Trouble is, you do train at home alone in your garage. Where does that leave you?
Well, you have an automatic excuse for any outcome, no matter how far short of
your goals you fall. It's a “Get Out of Jail Free” card for failed exercisers. Tell
someone you lift weights at 5:00 A.M. while staring at your lawn mower and a couple
of bags of fertilizer, and he'll understand if you never get results.
There's another way to look at this: If you succeed under those circumstances—and
success probably involves finding another spot for either your weights or your
fertilizer—you've achieved more than the guy who builds his body at the local sweat
palace. While the two of you could have equal strength and physique development, in
this case, the tie goes to the guy who trains at home. You know more about exercise
than the gym member does, because you've had to accomplish the same results with
less equipment. You know yourself better than he does, since you've tested your body
and mind under adverse circumstances and know what turns your gears.
More than anything else, though, you understand what this fitness thing is really
about. You know it's more than a big bench press or how you look at the beach. You
know it's as much about how you feel as how you look.
I'm not downplaying the aesthetics. I want the bulging biceps and the six-pack just
as much as the next guy does. Nevertheless, I think there's a point at which, to
paraphrase Dennis Miller, the banal takes a back seat to the consequential. Neither you
nor I walk into the weight room each morning with the idea that we're going to stave
off heart disease, increase self-confidence, or sleep better at night. We just know we
feel better when we exercise than when we don't. Not just better—we feel right. We
feel strong, motivated, disciplined. After a particularly good day with the iron, maybe
we even feel tough. Tougher than the guys who hit the snooze button, anyway, or the
guys who put away a six-pack and a bag of Cheetos while watching Friends reruns.
And since we accomplish all this while exercising at home, with the fridge and the TV
beckoning from just a few feet away, maybe we feel tougher still.
It's not instant gratification, but it's profoundly gratifying.

—Michael Mejia
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome home.
We're glad you're ready to turn a piece of your humble abode into your personal war
room. You're primed to use home exercise equipment to get your body into the shape it
deserves to be in. You're not asking for much—just an awesome physique, better
health, increased self-confidence, greater strength, and a longer life.
In the pages ahead, you're going to get all of that—and then some.
We assume you're not in the habit of doing things half-assed. Good. Rest assured
that the information we're going to give you will be fully assed. In fact, the reason this
book is more than 400 pages long is because a topquality, beginner-friendly, long-haul
home-workout program takes some time and space to explain. We're giving it 100,000
words and several hundred pictures. That doesn't cover everything, but it sure gets to
most of it.
Exercise is as simple or complicated as you want to make it. It's easy (in theory) to
walk for a few minutes or do some pushups or jog or stretch. When you attach
performance goals to those exercises, things start getting tricky. Adding muscle,
shedding fat, building strength, or improving your ability to run or jump or play a
specific sport—those goals require the right exercises, the right techniques, and the
right mix of hard work and recovery.
We've got all that, and more.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
We hope everyone who buys this book will eventually read every chapter. But we
know many of you will go straight to the exercise sections and dive in. We anticipated
this, because we're the same way. Our houses and garages are filled with appliances,
tools, and vehicles for which we still haven't read the owner's manuals.
That's why we made the book as modular as possible. The exercise chapters are
arranged according to the equipment a guy is likely to have in his home. We start with
the no-equipment chapter (chapter 6, which strongly encourages you to add a chinning
bar and Swiss ball to your minimalist setup), then progress to chapters on dumbbells,
barbells, cable machines, and, finally, multistation home gyms. Chapter 11 shows you
several routines you can do if you have all the equipment mentioned in chapters 6
through 10.
Each chapter is itself divided by muscle groups, so all the dumbbell arm exercises
are in one place, all the barbell chest exercises are together, and so on. We recommend
how many exercises to choose from each group, and how many sets and repetitions to
do.
For the most knowledgeable and self-motivated among you, that's probably enough.
But in case you don't have much experience putting together workout routines, we've
taken the extra step and put some together for you.
Starting on page 357, you'll find sample routines for three skill levels (beginner,
intermediate, and advanced), with six equipment options (no equipment except a
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chinning bar and something that can be used as a bench; dumbbells; barbell; cable;
multistation; and all equipment). If you have more than one type of equipment, we've
made it easy to mix and match.
If you have any questions that the book doesn't address, go to www.menshealth.com
and ask it on one of our fitness message boards. This book's authors, as well as other
experienced trainers and knowledgeable readers, will be happy to help you find the
answer.
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PART 1

HOMEGROWN MUSCLE
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CHAPTER 1

WHY WEIGHT TRAINING WORKS JUST AS WELL
IN YOUR HOME
Your

suspicions are correct: The home-workout experience is not quite like the
commercial-gym scene.
At home, you get right to work without waiting for some unbearably bubbly
employee to scan your membership card and tell you to have a nice workout.
At home, you know whose sweat is on the exercise bench.
At home, you don't have to share equipment... unless you have more grown kids
living with you than Pa Cartwright.
Where it really counts—results—there's zero difference between a home gym and a
membership gym. Regardless of venue, your muscles respond to weight training in
exactly the same way: They grow. In a process called hypertrophy, your muscle cells
(usually called fibers because of their elongated shape) actually get bigger so it's easier
for them to hoist those barbells. This is a pretty clever strategy for what are essentially
pieces of meat. Still, muscles aren't so smart that they can discern their locale. They
couldn't care less whether you work out in a private residence or a crowded health
club. Their only concern is adapting so that they'll be ready the next time you ask them
to push around heavy weights.

PUT UP SOME RESISTANCE
An understanding of the basic physiology of muscle growth adds an important
intangible to your home workouts. Instead of going through the motions like a robot,
you're involved. You feel that you're working with your body's capacities instead of
against its limitations. Here's the knowledge that will turn your home workouts from a
chore into a labor of tough love.
Your muscles get extra, adaptation-triggering stress when they encounter resistance
to their efforts. Resistance comes in many guises. It can be caused by friction or inertia
or fluid or elasticity. It can be increased and decreased. It can change at different
points in a movement, since your muscles are stronger in certain positions.
When you do a strength-training exercise, the resistance is usually a combination of
a weighted object and gravity. In fact, resistance training is a common—and probably
more accurate—term for what you're doing.
Not every amount of resistance will get the job done, however. After all, you use
your muscles to move weight against gravity every time you lift a bottle to your lips.
As far as we know, no one puts on muscle mass that way. You'll never get anywhere
unless you apply enough resistance to overload the muscles you're working.
Overload sounds drastic, but all it means is giving your muscles more work than
they're used to so they have a reason to make adaptations. In terms of strength training,
that means lifting weights that are heavy enough to make the exercises hard to do.
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Obvious? Sure. But commercialgym parking lots are paved with the expired
membership cards of misguided souls who played around with piddly little poundages
for a few months and wondered why nothing happened.
The overload has to be progressive: Your muscles must continually adapt to new
challenges if they're to continue to grow. You can give them those challenges by
steadily adding weight to your lifts over time. This is a factor in outfitting your home
gym. A single pair of 10-pound dumbbells might be enough to overload some muscles
for a while. But what happens once your muscles have successfully adapted to those
weights?
Finally, your progression must be gradual. Your muscles adapt best when you add a
little weight at a time. Jacking up weight too much or too soon is fruitless—and even
dangerous.
Your training should also be gradual in the sense that rest is as big a factor as the
actual lifting. That's because your muscles don't get stronger while they're being
trained; they get stronger while they're recovering afterward. Muscle growth is a tearit-down/build-it-up process. It's during recovery that your muscles repair the damage
sustained during resistance training, coming back bigger and stronger than they were
before. So you can feel good about yourself as you stare at your third Seinfeld rerun
the day after a workout. You aren't wasting time; you're growing muscle.
Actually, you could spend that time in your home gym instead of on your couch—if
you exercise different muscles than you worked the day before. For instance, you can
work on your arms while your calves are recovering. That's because when you lift
weights, you train only the muscles involved in the movement you're doing.
That principal, dubbed specificity, isn't exactly earthshattering. Most guys are
already aware that their biceps won't grow in response to calf raises. But specificity is
important because it means you approach muscle gain much differently than you do fat
loss. Your body sheds fat from the spots where it's genetically programmed to, no
matter what. There's no way you can encourage fat loss in one part of your body over
another. With muscle growth, however, you can pick and choose your spots.
Specificity makes your quest for balanced, full-body muscle development a more
interesting (and complex) proposition than a more general quest for fitness that is
usually undertaken via walking or jogging or some other cardiovascular exercise. The
specificity principal is the reason a good chunk of this book is devoted to scores of
different weight-training exercises: You need a full repertoire of lifts if you're going to
hit all your major muscles.
All of the exercises we'll give you emphasize one of the major muscle groups that
we'll introduce in the next chapter. But only some of those exercises truly isolate the
targeted muscles. The majority are compound movements, meaning that more than one
muscle group participates in them.
The bench press is a good example of a compound exercise, since your chest
muscles (in conjunction with the front parts of your shoulder muscles) move your
upper arms while your triceps simultaneously straighten your arms at the elbows.
Another name for compound movement is multijoint exercise, for the obvious reason
that your muscles have to move more than one joint to complete the exercise.
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Equally obvious is why movements that do involve only one muscle are called
isolation, or single-joint, exercises. To pick the most popular example, in a biceps curl
you hold your body steady while attempting to move only your elbow joint. That
movement puts all the emphasis of the exercise on your biceps, the muscle responsible
for bending your elbow. (Less popular isolation exercises include divorce and
downsizing—they leave you lonely and cause a few elbows to bend, too.)
None of us here at Men's Health believe that muscles are best built one at a time.
They work together in sports and other aspects of real life, so we think that's the way
they should be trained most of the time. We also know that guys—ourselves included
—care more about certain vanity muscles than about others. (To misquote Gordon
Gekko in the movie Wall Street, “Vanity, for lack of a better word, is good. Vanity is
right. Vanity works.”) So we'll offer a collection of biceps curls and shoulder exercises
to give those high-profile muscles a little isolated attention. You'll get your curls—
after you've done your bench presses, squats, deadlifts, rows, and chinups.
And after you've done all of these, you'll give new meaning to the word homebody.
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CHAPTER 2

MEET YOUR MUSCLES
Now that you understand the mechanism for building muscles, it'll help you to know
a thing or two about the structure of your muscles themselves. We're not suggesting
you memorize Gray's Anatomy. We're just asking you to put your adrenaline on hold
while we give you a rundown of your main muscle groups.
As you take your muscle tour, you'll notice that we segue easily from the official
Latinate names to easier-to-pronounce nicknames such as traps, lats, and quads. We
don't do this to save ink. We just don't think you need to read pectoralis major or chest
muscles at every reference where pecs will do just fine. (And frankly, when we were
writing this book, we didn't feel like typing out all those longer terms.)
The practical payoff to demystifying your musculature is that you'll perform
individual lifts better when you're familiar with the muscles that are supposed to be
working. You'll put together better workouts for balanced body development. (After
all, you can't write a good lineup if you don't know your players.) And you'll become
accustomed to the way most of the exercises are organized throughout this book—that
is, by body part (and the muscles in each body part).
Now get ready to meet your most important parts.

MIDSECTION
Sometime during the deepest, darkest days of the 1990s, ripped abs took over from
bulging biceps as the dominant symbol of male virility. Even though symbols count
for jack in a home training program, your abdominal muscles matter a lot. And not just
because women say so.
Fitness cognoscenti like to talk about the abs and lower back as core musculature.
Anything called core musculature has to be important, or nobody would force himself
to utter such a phrase. Sure enough, these are the muscles that work nonstop to
stabilize and support your torso while you do other things, such as arm or upper-torso
exercises. . . or just standing around without collapsing like an empty accordion file.
So ab work delivers more than just a harder, tauter midsection and the hunk points
that go with it. It also builds the core strength that helps you work the rest of your
body more effectively. That's a good investment any way you look at it.
You're not going to get this result just by knocking off a set of crunches now and
then (as many a guy is wont to do). You need to work all your core musculature; and
you need to work it regularly and systematically, just like any other muscle group.
We'll show you lots of ways to do that in part 2. For now, just understand what we
mean by “all” your core musculature: Like the rest of the world, we throw out the term
abs as a catch-all for several different muscles in the abdominal area. Let's run through
those, along with the major muscle group of your lower back.
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Rectus Abdominis
What it is: This is the one all the fuss is about: It's the large, flat muscle wall that—
assuming it's not hidden by fat—defines most of the front of your midsection from the
lower chest to the pubic bone.
What it does: Besides performing the aforementioned core chores, the rectus
abdominis flexes (bends) your torso by pulling your rib cage toward your hips, or vice
versa. Crunches and reverse crunches do precisely those things, which is why they're
the classic (but by no means exclusive) ab movements.
What you should know: The part below your navel looks, feels, and performs
differently than the top part, so we'll recommend a variety of exercises to make sure
you hit the whole muscle. The above-the-navel portion, incidentally, consists of three
pairs of rectangular sections stacked on top of each other. The pattern is visible in
many (but not all) guys with a developed rectus abdominis and little fat covering it,
and is therefore to blame for the overused ab adjectives six-pack and washboard.

Obliquus Abdominis
What it is: It runs diagonally along the side of your midsection from the lower
ribcage to the pubic area. You actually have a pair of muscles on each side: The
internal obliques lie underneath the external obliques.
What it does: Each pair of obliques flexes your torso to its respective side. The
obliques also allow you to twist at the waist and help the rectus abdominis bend your
torso forward. In addition, they do their share of stabilization work.
What you should know: You'll get much better (and quicker) results if you do two
kinds of movements to work your obliques. We'll show you a variety of “sideways”
crunches for flexion, as well as rotational exercises for the twisting function.

Transversus Abdominis
What it is: You don't hear much about this deepest of all abdominal muscles. It's a
thin strip that runs horizontally across your abdomen.
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What it does: Some pretty important things such as constricting your abdomen,
helping to keep your internal organs in place, forcing out your breath, and stabilizing
your spine.
What you should know: A lot of exercise guides choose to ignore this one, but we
figure that's not your style. Besides, the exercises you use to work the TA are
interesting—almost yogalike in their emphasis on position and breathing.
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Erector Spinae
What it is: This large, powerful muscle group runs along the side of your lower
spine. A pair of spinal erectors forms the main muscle group in your lower back;
strengthening it reduces your chance of back pain or injury.
What it does: The name says it all: It erects your spine, straightening your torso out
of a bent position. The pair also helps your obliques as you twist at the waist. And it's
another key stabilizer.
What you should know: Your home is the ideal placeforlowerbackandallmidsectionworkbecause time and convenience are your highest priority.

CHEST AND UPPER BACK
We pair up the chest and upper back for a couple of reasons. One is that most guys are
understandably gung-ho about developing an impressive, V-shaped upper torso, a
worthy goal that's realized by training—guess what?—your chest and upper back.
Another is that the major muscle groups in both these body parts work to move your
upper arms at the shoulder joints. (What, you thought your chest and back muscles
only moved your chest and back?) Here's why that matters: When you do chest or
upper-back exercises—pullups, say, or bench presses—the more-familiar arm muscles
(the biceps and triceps) try to horn in and take over. That defeats your purpose. So the
challenge of both chest and back work is to feel the muscles you're trying to work and
then focus on them to perform the movement. That's not easy at first.
The best reason for grouping the chest with the upper back is muscular balance. As
a rule, guys train their chests way too much in relation to their backs. They may be
risking a postural defect, such as rounded shoulders. (We have to mention that the
experts don't exactly agree on this one. Some say improper training can impair your
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posture; others say it's unlikely that a couple hours of exercise a week will affect your
posture through all your waking hours.)
A more serious consequence of chest-heavy training is unbalanced strength. If the
muscles on the front of your body are stronger than those on the back, you risk injury.
Imagine that your body is a car. In any given movement, some muscles act as the
engine, providing thrust and acceleration. Some act as the brakes, making sure the
accelerating muscles don't pull your body apart. And some act as the chassis and
suspension, keeping your body balanced during the accelerating and braking. Parity of
strength from front and back and on each side ensures that all these systems work in
equilibrium, rather than overwhelm each other.
You don't have to exercise your chest and back in the same workout. You just have
to ensure that you work them with equal or nearly equal volume and intensity. (We'll
explain what volume and intensity are later.)
Here are the specific muscles we're talking about.

Pectoralis Major
What it is: The chest muscle to the side of your breastbone. (You also have a much
smaller pectoralis minor underneath the pectoralis major.) Your right and left pecs are
like a pair of catcher's mitts: big, flat, fan-shaped, and thick. All they need is a
Rawlings logo and Yogi Berra's signature.
What it does: The pectoralis's main duty is to bring your upper arm inward across
your body in a motion called horizontal adduction. Your upper arms move in precisely
this way when you push your hands straight out in front of you from your shoulders,
as in a pushup or bench press. (Although your hands go straight up, your upper arms
start outside your torso and come inward. Go ahead and see for yourself. We'll wait.).
What you should know: The upper portion of each pec runs diagonally down from
your clavicle (collarbone) to your humerus (upper-arm bone). The middle part trends
more horizontally from the sternum (breastbone) to the humerus. Because the intensity
with which the two parts work varies at different angles, most guys use an assortment
of positions and apparatuses to make sure they develop fully.

Latissimus Dorsi
What it is: It's your largest back muscle, slanting up from your lower back to your
upperarm bone. Your pair of lats pretty much defines that sought-after V-shape in the
upper torso, at least from the back view.
What it does: A lot. Mainly, it pulls your upper arm toward your body—either from
overhead as in a pulldown or pullup, or from in front of you as in a rowing movement.
It's also a powerful internal rotator of your upper arm, so it's a big player in throwing.
(An adjacent, much smaller muscle, the teres major, assists in these tasks.)
What you should know: The lats team with the biceps in a lot of upper-arm
movements. While that's fine in real life, if you want to strengthen your lats (which
you do), you have to consciously downplay the biceps’ role when you do upper-back
exercises in your home gym.
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